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Urban land banking system, which is called as “Second Revolution” on Chinese 
land use system, and not less important than the reform on the system of the use of 
state-owned land with compensation started from 1987,  is a novel thing in the recent 
Chinese reform on land administration and land use system. 
Capital and land are two main basic factors of Urban land banking system. Being a 
new system , it needs a large amount of fund to ensure the positive operating of Urban 
land banking system. But it’s a pity that under the planned economic system for a long 
time, Urban land banking system has been regarded as the enlarged public welfare 
projects that ought to be dominated by the government. Having operated for some time, 
the system has caused a lot of drawbacks. In some cities, the detail work of land reserve 
isn’t done scientifically. Expenditure is bigger than revenue. The aggregate investment of 
Urban land banking system is insufficient. The channel of financing is single. As a matter 
of fact, the above drawbacks have restricted the construction and development of Urban 
land banking system seriously. So how to take effective measure to solve the problem is 
very urgent at the present time. 
Of all the above problems, the most critical and serious one is the shortage of funds 
for land reserve in cities, namely the supply of funds for city land reserve can’t 
effectively meet the great demand of the development of the land reserve system in cities. 
Some  improvement or breakthrough in financing, management and expend the funds 
cannot solve the problem that Urban land banking system lacks fund completely. The 
ultimate way of resolving the problem is to build up a new mechanism of Urban land 
banking system fund cycle in the social market economy. 
The author analyze the problem of Urban land banking system in the aspects of 
financing, management and expend the funds through the way of using the knowledge 
about western economics, urban econonmics, modern financial theory and the knowledge 
of building the Urban land banking system as the tool, basing the problems on the 
conditions of China today. On the basis of analyzing, the author brings forward the basic 
way of the solution on the shortage of funds for Urban land banking system, hoping it can 
do some good to the building of Urban land banking system . 















of the selected topic of the paper and its fundamental structure. Chapter 2 makes a 
introduction of the basic conditions of Urban land banking system. Then Chapter 3 makes 
an exhaustive analysis of the root causing the shortage of funds for land reserve in cities. 
After that is chapter 4 and chapter 5, both separately giving an exhaustive and systematic 
exposition on how to deal with the problem of the shortage of funds for land reserve in 
cities. Then the author takes XIAMEN city’s actual situation as a example, give an 
introduction on how to solve the problem. The last chapter is the conclusion. 
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